Table 19: text responses
One university only
Who owns the data generated in your research?
− Comments:
[------] test
[------] the data suppliers
[------] I 'own' the IP generated in the thesis and papers published. Not sure about the actual
data.
[------] research colloboration with [this university] and other institute
[------] I think that as a PhD student, I own my programs and their output, as long as they're not
worth anything (if you get my drift). If I did anything nifty, the University would get a large
share.
[------] owners of research are me and supervisors.
[------] Still to be fully investigated
[------] participants
[------] my self and my company
[------] The case study has access to the data to view and comment on.
[------] Depends on the project
[------] I think!
[------] Funding body, contractee
[------] the CRC […]
[------] Research conducted at another University
[------] I own some data [Ph D] and other data are owned by the university [Research Projects]
[------] Suppliers of information
[------] Some govt funders
[------] CRC […]
[------] But not 100% certain
[------] The uni and whomever it is in bed with
[------] Sponsor
[------] Layered of ownerships. Original contributors such as ABS and ATO with our layers of
value add.
[------] I expect the University in most cases but hope that my contribution would be rewarded
if ever IP I helped to create was ever commercialised; in the case of RHD projects, IP in data
usually remains with my students.
[------] The external body that commissioned the research, own the results of the research,
however from an ethical perspective I'm not sure the data would be passed over to the external
body.
[------] Research Group
[------] various arrangements, not one single one
[------] Not clear if the university owns this also.
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